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exploration

A  character is n o t bom  o f  a 

m other’s  womb, bu t o f  a  m etaphor  

(M ilan  K undera)

A bstrac t

The article consists o f  an analysis o f  the fi lm  T he Unbearable L ightness o f  B eing  by Phillip K aufm an  
ba sed  on M ilan  K im d era ’s novel. I  u tilise  the strategy o f  intertextuality while warning against the 
tendency to com pare a f i lm  a n d  a nove l on the wrong assum ption that they are texts o f  the sam e kind.
B y  asking specific questions about the fi lm  version o f  K undera’s  novel I  dem onstrate the creative m anner  
in which the m ed ium  o f  the fi lm  produces m eaning th rou^i images.

1. Introduction

By way of introduction I draw your attention to the following nine characteristics of the 
imagination: production of images (staying close to the perceptual world), invention of 
meaning (images are spoken before being seen), creation of structure (joy in discovering 
structures which are not immediately obvious), integration of the faculties of the mind 
(sensation, intellect, intuition, emotion, and will), introduction of split reference (a wolf is a 
wolf and not a wolf at the same time), re-discovery of experience ("the red of garden roses 
is not only decisive but dramatic, like suddenly spilt blood"), exploration of the psyche (the 
im portance of poiésis, im age-m aking-ness, for the developm ent o f the personality), 
improvisation of homecoming (unlocking the real towards a domain of possibilities), and 
interpretation of signs (we are stories because we tell stories).

The film The Unbearable Lightness o f Being could be analysed in terms of these characteris
tics.

• Production of images: a film is a perceptual medium p a r ctce//e«ce.

* Invention of meaning: meaning is invented in accordance with the language of the 
film, the gram m ar of images, the in tegrated  way in which the images follow one 
another in time.
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• C reation of structure: there are many relationships betw een the images in the film 
which are not immediately obvious and the recognition of which intensifies the joy of 
the experience.

• Integration of faculties: the apprehension of the succession of the images involves all 
five faculties, namely sensation, in tellect, in tuition, em otion, and will, while the 
imagination integrates these functions of the mind and intensifies one’s involvement.

• Introduction of split reference: the little pig is a little pig and not a little pig at the 
same time.

• R e-discovery of experience: the dram atic  re la tionsh ips betw een  characters in 
Czechoslovakia can be re-discovered in dram atic relationships in our own lives in 
South Africa.

• Exploration of the psyche: the images in the film can not only be seen as explorations 
of the psyches of the characters, but also as illuminating the lives of the viewers, in 
depth.

• Improvisation of homecoming: the extent to which the main characters improvise new 
possibilities in the real world of oppression.

• Interpretation  of signs: since we are constituted by stories the quality of this story 
should be ascertained.

I do not, however, intend analising The Unbearable Lightness o f  Being in terms of these nine
aspects of the imagination. I propose that we view the film as an intertextual event and ex
plore the meanings of the signs on the basis of questions about specific issues.

2. What is the meaning of the term intertextualityl

The term text is derived from the Latin word texere (to weave) which enables us to say that 
a text has to do with a weaving of signs; it consists of the interwovenness of signs. To this 
one can add that a text is a set of signs available for interpretation. A  sign can be defined 
as that to which meaning is to be attached, som ething which invites being placed in a 
context for the purpose of interpretation. A sign consists of a signifier, a mark or a sound, 
and a signified, the meaning attached to the mark and the sound. There is an important 
tension between signifier and signified which makes the interpretation of signs a difficult 
and exciting adventure.

A text usually refers to the interwovenness of signs in a book but it can also apply to any set 
of signs, for example, a  film, the life of a person, a meeting, a political situation, history, etc.

Intertextuality refers, firstly, to the interrelationship between signs in various books and, 
secondly, to the interwovenness of signs in whatever texts available to us. This leads to an 
immense enrichment of the act of understanding since the sign in a book as text must be 
related to the signs in the writer as text, the reader as text, the context as text, and history 
as text.
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Modern literary theory has provided us with the following views of the nature of a text: the 
text as docum ent of the mind of the writer; the text as m onum ent - a reference to an 
assumed autonomy of the text; the text as score which allows for a variety of interpretations; 
the text as site o f struggle, a form ulation which highlights the ideological and political 
dim ension of understanding; and the text as intertextual event, which em phasises the 
interwovenness of signs taken from various areas. One can, of course, make use of all these 
methods, but I prefer the strategy which views the text as intertextual event, since it can 
accommodate the other views and it demonstrates a sensitivity for the open-endedness of 
understanding.

With regard to the areas of applicability, one can state that it applies to all areas of human 
understanding. This includes space and time, the universe and history, the psyche (the 
conscious and the unconscious) and all the products of human creativity. W ritten texts are 
usually taken as prime examples of textuality and intertextuality. My proposal is that we 
apply it to all areas of human understanding: everything can be seen in terms of signs. In 
the context of this article I concentrate on myth, fairy tale, novel and film. I maintain, fur
thermore, that by exploring the intertextuality of a text, one discovers one’s life as a text -  
an intertextual event -  and that this is an enriching experience.

3. How should one approach the difference between Kundera’s novel and Kaufman’s film?

One approach is to describe the difference in terms of the usual distinction between the 
complexity of the novel and the simplified version of the novel transcribed into a film- 
script. In this context it makes little sen.se to say that the book, of course, was ‘much better’ 
than the film, since, although one is indeed comparing two texts, they are not texts of the 
same kind. Any evaluative comparison must keep this in mind.

One must also remember that a director, by choosing a certain locale and particular actors 
is inevitably directing the imagination of the viewer of the film in a certain direction. This 
inevitable choice which entails concretisation and particularisation highlights one kind of 
difference between depictions in novel and film.

The difference between a novel and a film is especially clear when one compares a moder
nist filmic presentation of a post-modernist novel. One of the main characteristics of a 
post-modernist novel is the way in which textual commentary is continually introduced to 
underm ine fixed interpretations. With regard to The Unbearable Lightness o f  Being as a 
post-m odernist novel, which makes use of the strategy of textual comm entary, G rabe 
(1989a:23) remarks: "Since possible interpretations are continuously undercut through the 
text’s preoccupation with its productive process, reading really becomes a demanding 
process in such texts." A filmic adaptation which, inevitably does not only have to make a 
choice from  the rich tex ture  of the novel’s m ateria l, bu t which om its the textual 
commentary, runs the risk of being criticised for being reductionist.

This problem can, of course, be solved by introducing the post-modernist strategy of textual 
com m entary in the film medium itself. In the case of Kaufman’s film The Unbearable 
Lightness o f Being this strategy was not followed.

Griibe (1989a:23-24) summarises this important difference between post-modernist use of 
self-reflexivity and the modernist method of story-telling as follows:
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T h a t such d e lib e ra te  ex p lo ita tion  o f self-reflexivity  is in d eed  e ssen tia l to  th e  m ean ing  beh ind  the 
a ttem p ted  sto ries, is illu stra ted  by the  en tire ly  d iffe ren t read in g  o f  K u n d e ra ’s text p re sen ted  in the 
selective Filmic depletion  o f  th e  story w ithout th e  tex tual com m entary . D esp ite  relaying the  possible 
political s ta tem en t th ro u g h  a dep iction  o f  e ro tic  re la tionsh ips, th e  film still p resen ts  an  unsoph isti
ca ted  focaliza tion  o f the  even ts  resu lting , on  the  o n e  hand , in a ro m an tic ised  version  o f  personal 
re lationships (no t to  say a com m ercialized  explo ita tion  o f  ero ticism ) and  lend ing  itself, on the  o ther 
hand , to  a p ro p ag an d is tic  dep ic tion  o f  th e  R ussian  invasion  in to  C zechoslovak ia . S ince th is  is a 
read in g  w hich  exp lo its  th e  d evasta ting  effec ts  o f  the  h is to rica l events on  th e  p e rsonal lives o f  the  
p ro tagonists w ithout tak ing  cognizancc o f the  way in which m etacom m entary  continually  deconstructs 
such effects by laying b a re  the  artiface o f the  w riting process, it is a read ing  which does  not do  justice 
to  th e  p en e tra tin g  scru tiny  to  w hich b o th  Fictional and  h is to rica l even ts a re  sub jec ted , and  which 
the refo re  results in a reductionist and d isto rted  p resen ta tion  o f the  possible m eanings o f th e  text.

G rabe (1989b;47-48) goes one step further in describing the difference in terms of truth 
and untruth. She points out that the metacommentary "dramatises the danger of attemp
ting definitive statem ents on ‘reahty’". The novel introduces questions rather than expla
nation while the film opts for definitive statem ent. She quotes K undera (1987:254) as 
saying: "A question is like a knife that slices through the stage backdrop and gives us a look 
at what lies behind it ... on the surface, an intelligible lie; underneath, the unintelligible 
truth showing through." This idea is then applied by Grabe to the difference between novel 
and film as follows: Postm odernist fiction dem onstrates "a hum ble aw areness of the 
limitations of attempting to express through fictional writing the ‘unintelligible truth’, which 
may be so easily transform ed into a (visual) ‘intelligible lie’, as the reductive filmic 
representation of the text only too clearly demonstrates".

In spite of the useful insights form ulated by G rabe this kind o f s ta tem en t rem ains 
controversial and does not pay enough attention to the crucial difference between the ways 
of presentation in novels as texts and films as texts. Related to this is the fact that she does 
not take into account that the film script was w ritten  by K aufm an and Jean-C laude 
Carriére in co-operation with Kundera. Fuller (1988) provides some useful information in 
this connection. For example, he informs us that the director followed Kundera’s advice to 
use Janacek’s piano quartets. Kaufman states:

Ironically, because  we elim inated  the  n a rra to r , w hat the  n a rra to r  says had  to  find its way back into 
the film. Som etim es it w as spoken by the characters. T hrough  Jan acek ’s music, how ever, you get a 
sense o f narrative line - o f  m otifs and them es repea ted . (Q u o ted  by F uller, 1988:40)

Furthermore one has to keep in mind that the repetition of musical themes, in combination 
with the visual recurrence of motifs and scenes, reinforce Kundera’s play with the myth of 
the eternal return.

In my analysis 1 argue that a film should be interpreted as a text -  a set of signs -  which 
m erits understanding in term s of the gram m ar of its own language. In exploring the 
language of a film one discovers the close relationship between what and how, between the 
question 'what do images mean?’ and the question 'how do images m ean?’ Both the novel 
and the film script are intertextually related to the film as text but should not be given a 
privileged position with regard to the understanding and the evaluation of the film.

4. W hat is the point of analysing a film?

One answer to this question consists in pointing out what it means to say that a film is an 
intertextual event. In my analysis I try to show what intertextuality entails and to demon
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strate the close relationship between what a sign means and how a sign means. A film is a 
text which consists of a variety of signs which are related to one another and to signs and 
texts outside the film. By means of analysis it is brought to one’s attention how simple 
images resonate beyond themselves. One aspect of the interwovenness of signs in the case 
of a film is the manner in which sight, sound and meaning are integrated. A film does not 
only consist of synchronicity of sight and sound, but, more importantly, it consists of the 
congruence of sight, sound and meaning. One experiences how meaning is created in time 
by means of the manner in which images follow one another.

Another reason for the importance of analysis is the fact that it enables one to discover to 
what extent all experience is already interpretation. This refers to experience in general 
and to the experience of a film. To think that only philosophers are (unnecessarily) con
cerned about interpreting films, but that the so-called ordinary viewer has a pure expe
rience and therefore a pure understanding of the meaning of the film as it is, is an illusion. 
All experience already entails an interpretation and to become conscious of this, by means 
of a second reflection, is to enrich one’s experience, for example, by comparing various 
interpretations and arguing in favour of one’s own.

5. What is the meaning of the title?

The term  being used in the title refers, at least, to human existence and its problematic 
nature. The lightness of being refers to the playfulness with which Tomas and Sabina 
operate on the surface of human existence. And what is more effective than the game of 
sex to illustrate this playfulness, this discontinuity between episodes, this escape from the 
depth of life which entails continuity -  the linking of episodes to one another and taking 
responsibility for one’s actions? This type of life is unbearable for a person who takes his
tory seriously and who respects the continuity of life which entails both consciousness and 
conscience.

These rem arks prepare us for one of the main tensions present in the film, namely, the 
tension betw een discontinuity and continuity as illustrated in the lives o f Tomas and 
Tereza. Tomas succeeds in celebrating the lightness of being while Tereza experiences this 
lightness as unbearable, since she represents the weight of continuity and responsibility.

6. What is the first image we see?

It is the image of a painted surface, light-brown in colour, with a dark patch at the bottom 
right-hand corner. There is a mysterious quality to it since there are no clues enabling us to 
read the signs. 1 would suggest that we interpret the signs in terms of a surface that has to 
be opened in order to obtain entry into the film but, since we only have a dark blotch at the 
bottom right-hand corner where we could expect a handle to open it with, there is no entry 
and the mystery remains. Except of course if we improvise a handle, discover a key, start 
asking questions -  a strategy which I have decided to use.

7. What are the first words we hear?

"Take off your clothes". These are words in terpreted  prim arily in erotic term s by the 
viewer, but they have a resonance well beyond the immediate sexual context.
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These words introduce us to a central theme of the film, namely, the problem of sight and 
insight, seeing with the eye of the body and seeing with the eye of the mind. How does one 
look at things and what does one really see? Is it not possible that what we see depends on 
how one looks?

Tomas looks at the body, the naked body. He even penetrates the body with an operating 
knife as well as with the knife of his own body, but to no avail. He does not detect the soul. 
Therefore the series of penetrations must continue. This them e of seeing is repeated in 
various images, for example, windows (towards the end of the film Tomas even washes 
windows to earn a living), mirrors, the eye of the camera, curtains being drawn and opened, 
and the use of the surgeon’s knife.

This search for the soul of a person is expressed by the narrator on behalf of Tomas as 
follows:

T he individual ‘I ’ ... H is passion for surgery  and his passion for w om en cam e toge ther. E ven w ith his 
m istresses, he could never qu ite  put dow n the im aginary scalpcl. S ince he longed to  take possession 
o f som ething deep  inside them , he needed  to  slit them  open  ... So  it was a desire  not for p leasure  (the 
p leasu re  cam e as an ex tra , a bonu.s) but for possession o f  the  w orld  (slitting  open  th e  ou tstre tched  
body o f the  w orld with his scalpcl) that sent him  in pursuit o f w om en. (K undera, 1987:199-200)

8. W here does Toma.s see Tereza for the first time?

In the only place which makes sense if one views Tereza as representing the unconscious, 
nam ely, in the w a te r -  the sym bol of the unconscious. W hile he observes the 
swimmingpool at the spa, where he was sum m oned to perform  an operation , T ereza 
catches his attention  by diving into the w ater with the result that the movement of the 
w ater -  the unconscious -  disturbs the chess gam e played by baldheaded  m en and 
symbolising rationality par excellence. This episode is also a symbol of their relationship 
and anticipates the way in which her dream s -  the language of the unconscious -  will 
decisively disturb the conscious life of Tomas.

9. How should one interpret the names of the main characters?

The name of Tomas echoes the scepticism of the biblical character. On the basis of the 
principle that ‘seeing is believing’ he sets his eyes on empirical evidence. During a moment 
of compassion, however, he kisses the hands of T ereza when told one morning about a 
dream in which her hands were wounded. When the biblical Tomas sees the marks of the 
wounds in the hands of Jesus he recognises what is really happening. In the case of Tomas 
in the film, however, this recognition has only a very limited effect on his way of life.

There are various examples o f Tom as as a character of doubt. I have m entioned his 
inability to make up his mind concerning the choice between his life-style of erotic friend
ships and compassion for Tereza, between desiring all and loving one. Tomas asks himself: 
Why should one have to choose? "Attaching love to sex is one of the most bizarre ideas the 
Creator ever had" (Kundera, 1987:237).

This indecision is closely linked to the struggle to come to a decision regarding the problem 
of necessity and chance. He wants to know w hether his love story exemplifies "Es muss
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sein" (It must be so) or "Es konnte auch anders sein" (It could just as well be otherwise).

O ther examples of his propensity to doubt concern the publication and the retraction of his 
article on Oedipus, and the signing of an anti-government petition.

The name of Tereza is first and foremost a reference to Terezin, a concentration camp in 
Czechoslovakia. This gives a certain  weight to her character, for she represents the 
conscience of Europe, the continuity of history, from which Tomas, the protagonist of 
discontinuity, wants to divorce himself. Her dreams, which consist mainly of nightmares, 
bear this out. They illustrate the depth of suffering involved when one experiences the 
weight of being. According to Kundera: "... the heavier the burden, the closer our lives 
come to the earth, the more real and truthful they become".

The name Tereza also has an intertextual link to Saint Tereza, a mystic, who represents the 
unification of spirit and nature, soul and body, love and sex. One who has this approach to 
life will experience the life-style of Tomas as unbearable.

One can also detect traces of Teiresias, the blind Greek prophet, who by means of his inner 
eye penetrates much deeper than the outer eye is capable of doing. In one of her dreams 
Tereza is buried alive and is visited by Tomas once a week. When he tries to wipe the dirt 
from her eyes she says; "1 can’t see anyway. I have holes instead of eyes" (Kundera, 
1987:22). In her dreams -  the eyes of the unconscious -  Tereza sees the world in such a 
way that it not only introduces her to the weight of being and disturbs her in a profound 
way, but it also reaches out to the life of Tomas. As Teiresias revealed to Oedipus that he 
is guilty, so Tereza reveals through her dreams that Tomas is Oedipus.

The names given to the little pig and the dog also throw some light on the characters of 
Tomas and Tereza. The name of the little pig is Mephisto and it is appropriate that he 
disrupts the marriage ceremony. This episode reminds the Faustian Tomas of his demonic 
contract in committing his soul to the lightness of being. The little pig brings to his (and 
our) attention that Tomas is unfaithful to the demonic life-style of ‘erotic friendships’ by 
committing himself to a marriage which entails the weight of continuity and responsibility.

The name of the little dog Tereza receives as present is Karenin, a reference to the book 
she reads, namely, Tolstoy’s /ín /ia  Karenina. TTiis name becomes a m etaphor for fidelity 
and illustrates Tereza’s own faithfulness towards Tomas in spite of his erotic friendships. 
Because she is faithful there is a continuity in their relationship. The death of Karenin 
towards the end of the film is an opportunity for Tomas to realise the importance of fidelity 
and to take the place of Karenin by remaining faithful to Tereza.

10. Which books do the main characters read?

Tereza reads Anna Karenina, Tolstoy’s novel about a woman who leaves her husband but 
who is let down by her lover. Tereza has a similar experience in leaving her mother’s home 
in o rder to discover her own individuality in the presence of Tomas who, unfortunately, 
denies her individuality by equating her body with the bodies of his mistresses. In the 
family set-up she was ashamed of her body because her soul was not respected. According 
to the narrator:
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She had  a longing to  be a  body unlike o ther bodies, to  find tha t the  surface o f he r face reflected  the 
crew  of the  soul charging up from  below  ... She had  com e to  T om as to  escape her m o th er’s w orld, a 
w orld w here  all bod ies w ere  equal. S he had  com e to  him  to  m ake h e r  body un ique , irrep laceab le .
But he, too , had  draw n an  equa l sign betw een  h e r  and  the  res t o f  them . H e  had  sent he r back into 
the  w orld she tried  to  escape. (K undcra, 1987:47,58)

Tereza also refers to life as a concentration camp because of a lack of individuality.

Tomas reads Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. The first time that we are introduced to the intertext 
of the Oedipus myth is the scene in which Tomas wakes in the morning and discovers to his 
amazement that -  contrary to his strict rule of not remaining in the same bed with a woman 
after love-making -  Tereza is not only in bed with him but is actually holding his hand. In 
order not to wake her, he places a copy of Oedipus Rex in her hand as substitute for his 
hand.

This is a sign which clearly suggests that Tomas is in one way or another linked to Oedipus. 
At this stage of the film it is not clear what the link is. But gradually it is revealed that 
Tomas uses the Oedipus myth to criticise the Russian occupation of his country. The 
Russians are raping Prague but they lack the morality of Oedipus to admit their guilt and 
follow his example by putting out their eyes.

The point of the story, however, is not the Oedipus-link with the Russians but the Oedipus- 
link with Tomas. Agreed, the Russians and the Czech collaborators are destroying Prague, 
but Tomas is destroying Tereza. He is the cause of her suffering and nightmares. And 
similar to the Russians he lacks the courage of Oedipus to put out his eyes.

This link between Tomas and the Russians and their collaborators is depicted in the café 
scene in which he and his friends discuss his Oedipus interpretation and watch the faces of 
the oppressors also seated in the café to detect whether one can actually gather from the 
expression on their faces that they are scoundrels. A fter they have decided that this is 
indeed the case, they turn to Tom as to judge w hether his face reveals that he too is a 
scoundrel. It is suggested that the reason why one cannot see it in his face, is because it is 
hidden in his brain. The question is asked whether he can be viewed as innocent in case it 
is so deeply hidden. The answer is: no, not innocent, unaware perhaps. We are then left 
with the further question: what has to happen for Tomas to realize that he, too, is guilty?

There is also a different use made of the Oedipus myth in the meditations of Tomas on the 
chance happening of m eeting Tereza. In a reference to  the fact that O edipus was an 
abandoned child whose life took on tragic proportions, Tomas talks of his acceptance of 
Tereza in terms of "the rescue of an abandoned child" (Kundera, 1987:11). Except for the 
metaphor of the abandoned child it is not clear, however, to what extent the myth can be 
applied to Tereza.

11. Should the emphasis on the number six be taken seriously?

During the first meeting between Tomas and Tereza in the bar at the village spa he shows 
her his room-key. When she sees the number six on it, she comments: "That’s odd. You’re 
in room six and my shift ends at six." One of the them es of the novel is the problem of 
chance and necessity and to what extent one’s life is decisively influenced by chance 
happenings. Tom as refers to T ereza as "the personification of absolute fortuity" and
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enumerates the six chance happenings which brought them together:

... a  com plex neurological case happened  to  have been  discovered at the  hospital in T e reza’s tow n; the 
ch ie f su rg eo n  o f T o m as’s hosp ita l happened  to  b e  suffering  from  sciatica; T o m as happened  to  be 
given a  room  in the  o n e  w here  T e reza  was em ployed, he happened  to  s top  a t th e  hote l res tau ran t; 
T e reza  happened  to  b e  on duty, and  happened  to  be  serving T om as’s table. (K undera, 1987:35)

The emphasis on the fact that her shift ends at six also suggests that life’s journey ends at 
six. O ne is therefore not surprised when at the end of the story, before the fatal accident, 
the camera lingers for one moment at the door of their hotelroom to show us the number 
six. The chance meeting at the village spa developed into a bonding of a life-time.

If one assumes that number seven is the symbol of fulfilment, then the question can also be 
raised whether the characters ever achieve this state of mind since they consistently operate 
within the sphere of six. A further question would be whether the ideal of fulfilment is ever 
attainable given the inevitable contingency of life.

12. How should one interpret the character of Sabina?

By concentrating on the relationship between Tomas and T ereza one runs the risk of 
underestimating the role of Sabina. In both their lives she plays a decisive role.

Sabina is close to Tomas in the sense that she also represents the life-style of the lightness 
of being. The erotic games played by Sabina and Tomas in front of the m irror is an 
imaginative presentation of the notion that these two characters are mirror-images of one 
another. They both choose for discontinuity in life in which priority is given to the pursuit 
of pleasure on a strict individualist basis. She is perhaps more consistent than Tomas in 
following the code of lightness. She is restless in her movements from one male body, one 
room, one city, to the next. "I love leaving restaurants" she informs her new lover Franz 
and one should not be surprised that she leaves him. In the film this happens at the 
moment he informs her that he has decided to divorce his wife.

Franz, in his relationship to Sabina a protagonist of fidelity, made a mistake in thinking 
that he could win Sabina over by his ability to be faithful. "We must live in a glass house 
where there are no secrets" is the way he views their relationship. But, according to the 
na rra to r,"... what he did not know was that Sabina was charmed more by betrayal than by 
fidelity ... But what is betrayal? ... Betrayal means breaking ranks and going off into the 
unknown. Sabina knew of nothing more magnificent than going off into the unknown" 
(Kundera, 1987:91).

Sabina leaves for Geneva after the arrival of the Russians in Prague and, unlike Tomas and 
Tereza, she never returns to the weight of history. She remains faithful to the lightness of 
being and after the death of Tomas she sadly comments: "He died as Tristan, not as Don 
Juan." He abandoned lightness in favour of weight.

13. What is the theme of the first scene involving Tomas and Sabina?

Both characters are introduced to us by means of images depicting intimacy in the sphere 
of the lightness of being. They are both in favour of discontinuity as the basic rule of the
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game of sex. When asked whether he harbours a fear of women, Tomas replies that he has 
a fear of continuity and the obligations it implies.

Sabina describes the individualism of Tomas as follows: "You are the opposite of kitsch. 
In the world of kitsch you would be a monster." The opposition between art and kitsch is 
central in the life of Sabina. She equates it with the opposition between individuality and 
conformity. The life-style of conformity which dominates politics she describes in terms of 
a dehumanisation perpetrated by 'The Grand March". In this world of conformity she and 
Tomas improvise an erotic game in an endeavour to create a space for individuality, free
dom, art and beauty. She describes 'The Grand March" in the following way:

B ehind C om m unism , Fascism , behind  all occupations and  invasions lurks a  m ore  basic, pervasive evil 
and th e  im age o f  lha t evil is a pa rad e  o f peop le m arching  by with ra ised  fists and  shouting  identical 
syllables in unison. (K undera, 1987:100)

Kitsch is conformity and conformity is exemplified by "The Grand March".

We know, from a different source, namely K undera’s work The A rt o f  the Novel, that 
Kundera also distinguishes between art and kitsch, individuality and conformity, and makes 
a choice in favour of the art of the novel as prime example of respect for the individual and 
as the treasure chest of original thought.

T he agélasles (R ab e la is ’s w ord  for those w ho do  not laugh), the  non-though t o f received ideas, and 
kitsch a re  one and  the sam e, the Ih rce-hcaded  enem y o f the a r t born  as th e  echo o f G o d ’s laughter,
Ihe art tha t c rea ted  the fascinating im aginative realm  w here no one ow ns the  tru th  and  everyone has 
the right to  be understood . T ha t im aginative realm  o f to lerance  was bo rn  w ith m odern  E u ro p e  ... But 
we know  that the w orld w here the  individual is respected  (th e  im aginative w orld o f the  novel, and  the 
real one o f E u rope ) is fragile and  perishable, (Q uo ted  by R orty, 1989:vii)

14. What is the point of the long photographic session between Sabina and Tereza?

The nakedness of the bodies is functional. T ereza  is pu re  soul and has a negative 
relationship to her body mainly because of her m other’s crude way of not only talking 
about the body but also displaying it. When she leaves her m other’s home she longs for 
someone to teach her respect for her own body. She expects Tomas to play this role, but 
on the contrary, it is Tomas who humiliates her by denying the uniqueness of her body.

In this context the photographic session plays a decisive role. At the beginning Tereza is 
the photographer, but later on they switch roles and then Sabina caresses Tereza’s nude 
body with the eye of the camera, with her own eyes and with her hands. Contrary to her 
expectation this episode has a liberating effect on Tereza and she acquires a more po.sitive 
relationship to her body.

Because Sabina re la tes to the body of T ereza  in a m anner d ifferen t from  T om as’s 
dominating style, she succeeds -  in Tereza’s way of speaking -  to call forth her soul. In the 
case of Tom as the politics of sex am ounted to a pow er relationship  in which Tomas 
dominated. In the case of Sabina mild eroticism succeeds in unlocking the body of Tereza, 
which results in the integration of soul and body.
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One can approach this question from various angles. I propose that we view it in terms of 
the politics of sex. In the case of the relationship between Tomas and Sabina it is a sign of 
art in opposition to kitsch, individuality in opposition to conformity, taking a delight in the 
erotic game for the sake of eroticism, an enjoyment of the body as exemplified by the 
games they invent in front of the mirror. This is an activity which finds its fulfilment in 
itself and excludes any transcendent reference to notions such as love or "The G rand 
March". In one sense their sexual games are illustrations of an individual claim to a private 
sphere in opposition to a totalitarian regime.

In the case of Tomas and Tereza sex produces different signals. We should keep in mind 
that Tomas points an accusing finger at the Russians for destroying Europe while lacking 
the morality to accept their guilt and put out their own eyes. Tomas, however, destroys 
Tereza but also lacks the courage to admit guilt and blind himself. It is interesting to note 
in this context tha t the erotic sounds u ttered  by T ereza in some cases clearly signify 
pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow.

The politics of sex in their case represents a power-game played in the sphere of sex. 
Tomas appropriately describes the female body as a country which has to be conquered 
without the conquerer being obliged to ask the question of his responsibility regarding the 
female soul which is humiliated.

15. Why does sex function so prominently in the fihn?

16. W hat meaning should one attach to water as a sign in the various water scenes?

W ater is a symbol of the unconscious, of the source of life and of birth. When Tomas sees 
Tereza for the first time she is in the water in the swimmingpool. This is the right place for 
her to be, image-wise, if she is going to represent Tomas’s unconscious. It also suggests the 
b irth  of a significant relationship. In the case of Tom as it entails a discovery of the 
d ifference  betw een desiring  all and loving one, betw een seeing a naked body and 
compassion -  "the maximal capacity of affective imagination", between copulation and the 
desire for shared sleep, between sex and love, defined as "the occupation by another person 
of one’s own poetic memory". (Kundera quoted by Doctorow, 1984:46.)

The second scene involving water also takes place in the swimming pool and represents the 
unconscious world of Tereza manifesting itself in her dreams. In this dream she watches, 
while swimming, how Tomas assesses the competence of various naked women and if they 
do not perform according to his wishes, he gets rid of them. In this scene water depicts the 
unconscious of Tereza filled with innumerable signs of suffering because of Tomas’s life
style of unbearable lightness.

W ater also plays an important role in a scene after Tereza has left Zurich because of the 
infidelity of Tomas. He reads her letter informing him that she is returning to Prague. The 
reason? "Life is too heavy, I am not strong enough for this lightness." He realises that he 
loves her with a compassion which differs from sexual a ttraction . This awareness of 
compassion is translated into the image of Tomas stepping into the w ater amongst the 
white swans. It is a sign that he accepts the challenge of the unconscious and is willing to 
commit himself to the weight of being. (Impressive is the way in which their re-unification 
is depicted, and the visual power of the erotic circle dance of their faces before they make 
bodily contact.)
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A fourth water scene involves a humiliated Tereza after her failed sexual experiment in 
which she explored the erotic lightness of being as a possible life-style for herself. She 
meditates on the meaning of her life while standing on the river’s edge. The wooden bench 
that flows past in the river becomes a sign of her taking cognisance of the course of her life 
commencing with their first discussion on the wooden bench at the spa.

Their relationship started with her sudden appearance in the water at the swimming pool 
and their lives also end in the context of water. The car accident takes place in the rain. 
This recurrence of water could be taken to mean that they return  to the mystery of life 
from which they came -  a mystery that Tomas would link with chance happenings. Each 
one had to become involved in his/her own process of individuation and each one needed 
the o ther to succeed in this task. Tomas was pure body and had to discover the soul. 
Tereza was pure soul and had to discover the body. Both of them  had to discover that 
human existence entails both lightness and weight, both joy and sorrow.

17. Why do dreams play such an important role?

D ream s are  im portan t because they  te ll us som ething abou t the w orkings o f the 
imagination in the domain of the unconscious and how it enables a person to cope with the 
problem of becoming a fully fledged human being. Of Tereza it is said:

She w ould d ream  th re e  se rie s  o f  d ream s  in succession: th e  first w as o f  ca ts  going  b e rse rk  ... the 
second was im ages of her execution ... th e  th ird  was o f her life afte r  dea th , w hen hum ilia tion  tu rned  
in to  a  never-ending state. (K undera, 1987:58)

Tomas realises that her dream s are about death and that he is involved but refuses to 
change his life-style. T ereza suffers because of him. H er dreams dem onstrate that she 
does not want to live a life indifferent to Tomas’s lack of awareness. She has committed 
herse lf to being faithful to him and therefore to be vulnerable and to be decisively 
influenced by his irresponsible life-style. What Communism is doing to Europe, Tomas is 
doing to her. Her dreams are revealing this to her and, through her, to Tomas. Through 
her dream s she is reaching out to Tomas. She dem onstrates that she is his conscience 
inviting him to become fully human.

Dreams play an important role in the life of a person since it demonstrates the creative role 
of the imagination. In connection with Tereza’s dreams the textual commentary reads as 
follows;

D ream ing  is no t m erely an act o f com m unication  (o r coded com m unication , if you like); it is a lso  an 
aesthetic  activity, a gam e o f  the im agination, a gam e that is a value in itself. O u r  d ream s prove tha t 
to  im agine -  to  d ream  abou t things tha t have not hap p en ed  -  is am ong  m a n k in d ’s d ee p est needs. 
(K undera, 1987:59)

This deep need of the creative power of the imagination is expressed by Jesus in the Gospel 
of St. Thomas, as follows; "If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will 
save you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not bring forth will 
destroy you." The deep need is for articulation of our lives in order to be saved from 
ourselves and for ourselves. In the case o f the dream s of T ereza  her suffering also 
concerns Tomas. Her suffering and articulation of it enables him to realise the need to be 
saved from himself and for himself.
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Tomas also have dreams, usually about erotic encounters. The decisive dream of his life 
occurs before they decide to leave Prague for the country side. The dream concerns his 
anima, the projection of an ideal woman, whom he never meets in reality and which also 
witholds him from loving Tereza. On awaking from his dream, he looks at Tereza lying 
next to him and realises that he must choose between the ideal "woman from Plato’s myth" 
and the abandoned  "woman from  the bulrush basket". H e decides to le t go of the 
‘necessity’ of the ideal projection and to accept Tereza, the woman of chance happenings, 
"the woman born of six laughable fortuities". His dream of the fixation on his anima has 
liberated him from this enslavement. When Tereza opens her eyes and asks him: "What 
are you looking at?" he decides "to lull her back to sleep, so he tries to come with an answer 
that would plant the image of a new dream  in her mind" (Kundera, 1987:239-240). So, 
while looking close at her eyes, he convincingly says: "I’m looking at the stars". This 
ep isode  w hich dep icts T om as discovering  dancing stars in the eyes of T ereza , is 
com plem ented by the scene in which he lovingly says, in gratitude towards Tereza, a 
moment before the fatal accident; "I am so happy".

18. Conclusion

I formulated my main task in this essay as follows: to demonstrate the manner in which a 
film succeeds in integrating signs in such a way that it produces meaning through images. 
By means of the strategy of intertextuality I suggested that the text of the film should be 
ascribed  an in te rtex tu a l autonom y w ith regard  to th e  tex t o f the novel w hich is 
acknowledged as a work of art in its own right. I hope that I have also demonstrated that in 
claiming that a film is an intertextual event one does not rem ain within the sphere of 
literature, but enters into a semantic universe in which all texts are relevant. This semantic 
universe includes the texts of the film, the novel, the world, history, dreams, while not 
forgetting the writer and the reader both as texts themselves. Needless to say, a different 
strategy would produce different results.
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